CONTEXT OF YOUR HEALTH CARE
Establishing context for each visit is essential. To save time during our visit, providing
more time to address your concerns and work together on solutions, we invite you to
complete our Context of Care form prior to each visit. If you are unable to do so, you can
always arrive a few minutes before your visit & complete the form in-office.
What 3 expectations do you have from this visit?
1.
2.
3.
What are your top 3 health goals at this time?
1.
2.
3.
What is your current level of commitment to addressing any underlying causes of your
symptoms/conditions?
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Which of your current habits support your health?

Which of your current habits do not support your health?

What obstacles do you foresee in addressing the lifestyle factors which are impacting your
health and ability to follow a prescribed treatment plan?

Who do you know that will sincerely and consistently support you with the lifestyle changes you
will be making to improve your health?

What do you love to do?

Wellness is a balance of many factors.
Using the circle, shade your level of
satisfaction in each area as it relates to
you.
For example, if you are 60% satisfied in
your career, shade the first six levels of
the career slice.
Do the same for each area, starting from
the center point radiating outward.

Markers of Vitality
Sleep - Bedtime______pm/am
◻fall asleep easily ◻ sleep soundly/stay asleep
◻urinate____ x/night
◻ sleep aids used______________
Wake________am/pm
◻wake rested _____% of the time
Energy - Recent energy level (no energy) 0
energy)
Highest at ______am/pm
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Lowest at ______am/pm

Things that affect your energy:
Appetite - ◻ hungry
◻ not aware of hunger ◻ no appetite
◻ food is a chore
◻ love food ◻ look forward to eating
I prepare _______% of the food that I eat.
_____% of the food that I eat is Organic.
Any recent changes in your eating habits? Avoidances? Additions?

Mood - ◻ joyful/happy ◻ positive ◻ hopeful ◻ optimistic
◻ angry ◻ irritable ◻ frustrated
◻ unable to cry ◻ weepy ◻ depressed
◻ nervous ◻ worried ◻ anxious ◻ Other: _________________________
Stress - ◻ work ◻ time ◻ money ◻ family ◻ relationships ◻ parenting ◻ health
◻ other_____________________________________________________________
Thank you for providing some context for your visit. We will discuss these in greater detail
during your visit.
Name: ___________________________________

Date: ___________________

